
 

PA (followed by type) = Prosthetic Appliance (ie PA Open Wound = Open Wound Prosthetic) 
MUP Minor = Minor Burn Makeup 
MUP Medium = Medium Burn Makeup 
MUP (followed by type) = Makeup (specific details)  
MUP = Makeup that supports the triage tag 
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Victim Volunteer Symptom Sheet – Red 
The first one below highlighted in pink will only be one per hospital.   

If Your Triage Tag Says: Here’s How You Will Act: Makeup 
Female 24, A piece of rebar stuck in R. leg 
due to blast, HR-118, R-22, BP-150/96, 
GCS 11 

You were near an explosion and a piece of 
thick round metal is sticking out of your right 
leg. Your heart and head are pounding, and 
you are panicking.  

Lg PA-Rebar, Blood 

Male 6, Overturned vehicle, unconscious, 
HR-110, R-24, BP-96/54, GCS 8 

You were in a car accident and are not awake 
or responding to anyone around you but 
breathing. 

Small amount of blood and dirt 

Male 7, Ejected from car, head lacerations, 
HR-108, R-24, BP-98/62, GCS 9 

You were in a car accident and thrown from 
the car causing multiple head wounds. Your 
head hurts, you are crying, don’t open your 
eyes and scared. 

PA-Cuts, Blood 

Female 9, Facial burn from explosion, HR-
100, R-22, BP-100/58, GCS-10 

You were near an explosion and your face is 
red, tender and burning. You are scared and 
trying to remain calm. 

MUP, Blood 

Male 19, Thrown from motorcycle due to 
blast, some partial thickness burns, HR-
120, R-30, BP-98/62, GCS 9 

You were near an explosion and have burns on 
your body that are blistering and causing pain 
and swelling. You are anxious and don’t feel 
well. You are worried about your sister who 
was also on a motorcycle. 

PA-Burns, MUP, Blood 

Female 21, Thrown from motorcycle due 
to blast, some partial thickness burns, HR-
120, R-24, BP-122/80, GCS 10 

You were near an explosion and have burns on 
your body that are blistering and causing pain 
and swelling. You don’t feel well and are 
worried about the condition of your brother 
who was also on a motorcycle. 

PA-Burns, MUP, Blood 

Male 23, R. arm amputation due to arm 
out the window while driving, HR-106, R-
22, BP-138/92, GCS 10 

You were in a car accident and your right arm 
has been severed and is bleeding. Your heart is 
beating fast, you are panicking and feel like 
you are going to pass out. 

Blood, Arm inside shirt 

Female 4, Overturned vehicle, 
unconscious, HR-120, R-26, BP-88/46, GCS 
10  

You were in a car accident and are not awake 
or responding to anyone around you but 
breathing.  

Small amount of blood and dirt 

  


